
Quick Start Guide

The cFloat User Guide is available online
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Inside the box:
1. cFloat Buoy

2. Pool Cap
3. cFloat Gateway
4. cFloat Charger

5. Power Adapters (2)
6. USB Cables (2)
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2Plug in the cFloat Gateway

Place the cFloat Gateway in a room with

good Wi-Fi connectivity. Connect one of 

the USB cables provided to the gateway; 

then connect the cable into one of the 

power adapters provided. Plug the power 

adapter into an electrical wall outlet.

1 Remove the sensors’ protection

Unscrew the first bottle from its cap

and remove both bottle and cap from the

sensor (do not pull the bottle from 

the sensor).

Repeat this process with the second bottle. 

Please be careful as the bottles

contain liquid inside. 
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3 Power-on the cFloat Buoy

Align the cFloat Charger with the

colored ring of the cFloat Buoy, using

the cFloat Charger indentation

as a reference. Hold the charger close to

the colored ring and move it along the 

ring from the back of the buoy toward 

the front until you hear a beep and see 

the LED light up.
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4Attach the Pool Cap to the cFloat Buoy

Align the Pool Cap with the cFloat Buoy

as shown in the picture. Rotate it slightly 

to the left until you feel it click.

CLICK!



Place the cFloat Buoy in the 

swimming pool

While holding the cFloat Buoy in the water, 

wait for a few seconds until the colored 

ring on the buoy is aligned with the water 

level in the pool. 

The buoy will fill with water and air will 

vacate the buoy.

65 Download the cFloat App and install 

the system

The free cFloat App is available in the 

Apple Store and on Google Play. 

Download it onto your phone or tablet, 

create an account and set up the system 

following the cFloat App instructions.



- Wi-Fi, an iOS or Android smartphone or tablet and a free 

cFloat account are required for wireless mobile notifications

and software updates. 

- During setup, Wi-Fi is required for wireless access and 

system configuration.

- To receive notifications on paired devices (smartphone, tablet),

a functional Wi-Fi connection at your home is required.

- The maximum distance between the pool and the gateway 

is 300 feet.

Requirements

max 300 feet


